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///

"Cutting and pasting is the essence of what hip-hop culture is all about for me. It's about drawing from what's 

around you, and subverting it and de-contextualizing it." -DJ Shadow

"Sampling's not a lazy man's way. We learn a lot from sampling, it's like school for us. When we sample a portion 

of a song and repeat it over and over we can better understand the matrix of the song." - Daddy-O of Stetsasonic
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In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the introduction of digital sampling spurred the development of radical new 

music styles. Principal among these was hip-hop: Hip-Hop music, feeding on the creative potential of digital 

sampling, collected and re-organized an expansive musical history, forging a fresh collage of musical tropes and 

cultural markers. How does musical sampling complicate cultural issues of authority, dominants, and origins? To 

where should we look for the sources of this type of music, particularly in the context of hip-hop as a black critical 

art form? How does this kind of musical re-appropriation subvert or disrupt the sample's identity? An investigation 

of musical sampling invites us to categorize and classify music based on its position in a coded system. How 

does hip-hop, as the confluence of multiple musical sources, re-define the coded identity of both the original song 

and the song that uses that sample? In general, we can say that sampling performs a re-appropriation of one 

coded cultural object by another group. In the interest of addressing these issues, we will examine the hip-hop 

sample as a postmodern mode of entertainment, cultural phenomenon, and critical rhetoric.

We will open the seminar by developing a theoretical framework through which to understand sampling in hip-hop. 

This focus will involve directly interrogating what sampling obtains in terms of musical value, origin, and authority, 

but will also bring us to broader concerns of intertextuality, bricolage, and pastiche, in terms of postmodern 

culture. We will then move through recent hip-hop history, surveying the vast landscape of rap music and 

investigating the topography of a musical genre that refuses definition. To add more texture to this investigation of 

music, we will explore the regional distinctions of hip-hop, examining the particular differences of style and 

technique used by subgroups of a general hip-hop culture. We will, in addition, survey contemporary issues of 

copyright, intellectual property rights, and the consequences of sampling as an act of piracy and cultural re-

appropriation. 

///

Session 1 

How does sampling change the ways we listen to and criticize music? We should also begin to address some of 

the larger questions of the Seminar: How does sampling modify concepts of ownership and individuality? In the 

presence of sampler technology, what is Art?

+ Walter Benjamin - “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproduction”

+ Tricia Rose - Black Noise - Ch. 1 “Voices from the Margins: Rap Music and Contemporary Black Cultural  

Production” [pp 1-20]

+ Hugh Davies - “History of Sampling”

+ Joanna Demers - Steal This Music - Ch. 1, “Music as Intellectual Property” [pp 11-30]

+ Susan Broadhurst - Liminal Acts - Ch. 6, “Digital Sampling: the techno music scene” [pp 139-149]

+ Jeff Chang - Can’t Stop Won’t Stop

Session 2

How is hip-hop music a form of black cultural expression? What’s at stake for hip-hop music as a moment in a 

tradition of black critical voices? How does sampling in hip-hop music compare with previous forms of musical 

vernaculars and folk genres? 

+ bell hooks - “Postmodern Blackness” - from A Postmodern Reader [pp 510-518]

+ Andrew Bartlett - “Airshafts, Loudspeakers and the Hip- Hop Sample: Contexts and African-American Musical 

Aesthetics” - from That’s The Joint: Hip-Hop Studies Reader [pp 393-406]

+ Russell A. Potter - Spectacular Vernaculars - Introduction and Ch. 1 [pp 1-54]
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+ Henry Louis Gates, Jr. - The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of Afro-American Literary Criticism - Introduction, Ch.2  

[pp xix-xviii, pp 44-88]

+ Joanna Demers - “Sampling the 1970s in hip-hop”

Session 3

How do sampler technology and its application in hip-hop music inflect our ideas of black identity and 

essentialism? Is sampling essential to hip-hop? How could we work towards a definition of hip-hop music?

+ Russell A. Potter - Spectacular Vernaculars - Ch. 2 [pp 55-79]

+ Russell A. Potter - “Not the Same” - from Mapping the Beat [pp 31-46]

+ Tricia Rose - “Soul Sonic Forces: Technology, Orality, and Black Cultural Practice in Rap Music” - Ch. 3 from 

Black Noise [pp 62-98]

+ Wayne Marshall - “Giving up Hip-Hop’s Firstborn: A Quest for the Real After the Death of Sampling”

Session 4

What are the aesthetic consequences of sampling? From a theoretical perspective, what kind of work does a 

sample perform for music? How can we think of sampling in terms of commoditization and material goods?

+ John Oswald - “Plunderphonics or, Audio Piracy as a compositional prerogative” 

+ Gilles Deleuze - “Difference and Repetition” - from The Deleuze Reader [pp 39-77]

+ Fredric Jameson - Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism - Introduction, Ch. 1 [pp ix-xxii, 

1-54]

+ Alastair Pennycook - “‘The Rotation Gets Thick. The Constraints Get Thin’: Creativity, Recontextualization, and 

Difference”

+ James Snead - “On Repetition in Black Culture”

Session 5

How does sampling function within Internet culture? How does “remix” culture and the expanding availability of 

music affect creativity, originality, and ownership?

+ Lawrence Lessig - Free Culture [pp 15-58, 294-304]

+ Joanna Demers - Ch. 3, “Duplication” - from Steal This Music [pp 71-110]

+ Lucille M. Ponte - “The Emperor Has No Clothes” 

+ David Sanjek - “’Don’t Have to DJ No More’: Sampling and ‘Autonomous’ Creator” [pp 243-256]

+ Kembrew McLeod - Freedom of Expression

+ David Hesmondalgh - “Digital Sampling and Cultural Inequality”

+ Good Copy, Bad Copy (film)

In addition, throughout the seminar, we will complement the readings with an extensive listening list. Through this 

list we will aim to develop an understanding of the different techniques of sampling in hip-hop music, tracing the 

genealogy of hip-hop tracks through their production to the original sources. In addition, we will look at specific 

regional styles of hip-hop to develop an understanding of how sampling varies across the nation and how 

sampling is employed in different cultural sites.
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